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ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of wireless communication and smart devices, crowdsensing appli-
cations became popular due to their flexibility to deploy and low cost use. Incentive mechanism
is one of the most important research contents in crowdsensing, about crowdsensing incentive
mechanism, most existing data quality evaluation methods measure the contributions of users
only in terms of data quality, and ignore to measure the sensing cost of users. This leads to
the problems of different quality evaluation standards, difficult to measure the data quality and
difficult to give a reasonable and effective evaluation to complex problems. However, Expert-
decision can effectively solve these problems and give high-quality evaluation decision for com-
plex and numerous data results. In this paper, aiming at the shortcomings of existing research,
we propose an expert-decision-based crowdsensing framework and gives the multidimensional
rating for incentive mechanism based on user cost and data quality(MRAI-UCDQ), which con-
sists of user cost evaluation model, data quality evaluation model, contribution quantification
and reward distribution, by analysing user sensing cost data and collected sensing data (compre-
hensive evaluation with quantitative and qualitative analysis). Finally, through nearly 30 days of
real experiments, 159 volunteers were recruited and 7000 pieces of sensory data were collected.
The result shows the MRAI-UCDQ improves the evaluation performance of data quality and
stimulates the user’s perceived participation.

1. Introduction
Crowdsensing is the frontier research direction of the combination of Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intel-

ligence (AI) [1, 2], which is a new sensing mode that combines crowdsourcing ideas and mobile device perception
capabilities by users [3]. In crowdsensing, users carry mobile devices instead of traditional sensors, because of the
convenience of carrying mobile devices, the collection of sensing data becomes more convenient. In this paper, we
develop a mobile app based on sensors to collect sensing data. It consists of sensing platform, users (the collectors
of sensing data) and requesters (the initiators of sensing task), compared with traditional sensing methods [4], it has
the characteristics of flexible deployment and low management cost. Due to the resource consumption and privacy
security problems arising from the participation in the sensing task, users are prevented from actively participating in
the task, resulting in issues such as the insufficient number of users in the sensing task [5] and the poor quality of data
collected [6]. The incentive mechanism of crowdsensing has played a pivotal role, which is mainly divided into five
modes: bonus incentive [7, 8], game incentive [9, 10], social relationship incentive [11, 12], virtual integral incentive
[13, 14, 15] and mixed incentive [16, 17, 18]. The main goal of the research on the incentive mechanism of crowd-
sensing is to encourage the holders (sensing users) of mobile devices to join the sensing tasks under the management
of the server platform, actively participate in sensing tasks, and submit high-quality and reliable sensing data [19, 20].
The execution of crowdsensing tasks depend on the participation of a large number of users, which need an effective
and accurate evaluation mechanism for users. Without a good evaluation mechanism, users’ trust in the platform may
decrease. So it is more important to design an intelligent and efficient evaluation method in incentive mechanism
[21, 22].

Expert-decision system can effectively improve the quality of decision and make professional and intelligent deci-
sion for complex question evaluation. In crowdsensing, an expert-decision-based crowdsensing system can encourage
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more user participation, analyse sensing data by inference engine and give reasonable results. To be specific, the server
publishes the sensing task, and the user uploads the sensing data. The expert-decision system is primarily involved in
transaction verifiction, data encapsulation and user contribution quantification. Expert-decision system puts sensing
data into inference engine, analyses the data and regards the result as the evaluation of user contribution quantifica-
tion. Meanwhile, platform will pay users according to the quantification results. However in most existing research
[23, 24, 25, 26] about the incentive mechanism of crowdsensing, only the quality of sensing data is considered as
the evaluation standard of user contribution, ignore to measure sensing cost of user. Therefore, there is a need for
an incentive mechanism of crowdsensing that can efficiently and correctly evaluate user contributions from multiple
perspectives. In this paper, we propose an incentive mechanism of crowdsensing based on expert-decision, which can
not only evaluate collected data but also users’ sensing cost data, elevate the accuracy and efficiency of data evaluation.
Besides, in order to deal with the comprehensive evaluation of different types of data, in terms of estimating, we give a
comprehensive assessment to collected data quality and users’ sensing cost based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method. Specifically, we add user sensing cost to the evaluation standards of user contribution, and we evaluate users’
space cost, users’ time cost, users’ preferences cost and users’ privacy cost as the user sensing cost evaluation stan-
dards. Specific data quality evaluation indicators and evaluation methods (quantitative and qualitative) in process of
sensing data analytics are given based on the data quality evaluation method and indicator system written by the data
application environment construction and service project team of Chinese academy of sciences, so that the accuracy
of multi-angle evaluation results can be guaranteed, and more users can be encouraged to participate in the sensing
tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the literature. Section III shows the framework
of expert-decision-based crowdsensing system and introduces the multidimensional rating for incentive mechanism
based on user cost and data quality(MRAI-UCDQ). In Section IV, experimential results and performance evaluation
are reported. We conclude this paper in Section V.

2. Related work
The applications of crowdsensing rely on a large number of users participation. However, due to the insufficient

number of users in the task and the low quality of data provided, the development of swarm intelligence perception has
been seriously affected. The expert-decision-based crowdsensing system can give reasonable quantification resluts of
user contribution and have an impact on user engagement. A reasonable contribution quantification mechanism can
be regarded as an effective incentive mechanism, which can motivate more users to accept the sensing task and upload
the data. Therefore, an effective incentive mechanism should be considered.

In the traditional structure of crowdsensing, the incentive mechanism is a kind of fixed reward scheme with plat-
form, which can be divided into monetary incentive mechanism and non-monetary incentive mechanism [27]. Either
way, it is to compensate for the cost of power consumption, computing, storage, communication and other resources,
as well as the cost of time and space. For the former way, based on the online auction model, Zhao D [28] investigate
the problem that users submit their private types to the crowdsourcer when arriving, and the crowdsourcer aims at
selecting a subset of users before a specified deadline for maximizing the value of services provided by selected users
under a budget constraint. Feng Z [29] introduce a reverse auction framework to model the interactions between the
platform and the smartphones, this way guarantees that submitted bids of smartphones reflect their real costs of per-
forming sensing tasks. For the latter way, an incentive mechanism based on the social ties among users is presented
to recruit sufficient users with high quality [30]. Jordan K [31] use the relations between movement and landmarks in
order to reason about the structural significance of locations in a city park, based on the movement behavior exhibited
by the players of the location-based game called Ostereiersuche.

In addition to the cost paid by users in the process of sensing tasks, users also want an effective and accurate
evaluation mechanism to guarantee their profits. Therefore, it is necessary to design an intelligent and efficient decision
method in incentive mechanism to ensure users’ benefits and complete data collection tasks as much as possible. Some
researchers focus on data analysis process in incentive mechanism, the evaluation platform can accurately measure
the data quality of users, remove abnormal data and provide relatively accurate and reliable information for service
damanders by using advanced machine learning and data mining technology [32, 33]. But the analysis results lack
intelligence and specificity.

In recent years, more and more researches focus on the use of expert-decision system to ensure the accuracy of
evaluation results in the IoT (Internet of Things). Guo, et al [34] propose an expert-decision system of coal mine safety



production based on IoT, the use of expert-decision system improves the accuracy of prediction, reduces the possibil-
ity of safety accidents, and makes monitoring more and more intelligent. Zhang, et al [35] improve an agricultural
irrigation expert-decision system based on IoT by integrating multiple influence parameters, the expert-decision sys-
tem shows good performances in quantification and evaluation. For the evaluation of data in expert-decision sysytem,
Hamedan Farahnaz, et al [36] develop a fuzzy logic-based expert system for diagnosis and prediction of chronic kidney
disease and evaluate its robustness against noisy data. Zhao, et al [37] study the inference methods in expert-decision
system, add fuzzy set theory to the evaluation mechanism of data, which improves the effectiveness of evaluation
results. Above all, in this paper, we propose an expert-decision crowdsensing system to evaluate the contribution of
users.

In most existing research, only the quality of sensing data is considered in the quantification of the user’s contri-
bution, because the quality of sensing data is regarded as the only index of the embodiment of the user’s sensing level.
We consider this to be inadequate, because users are bound to consume some resources in the process of performing
sensing tasks, i.e. The cost of power consumption, computing, storage, communication and other resources, as well as
the cost of time, space, privacy and preference. These must be compensated.

The existing work mentioned above is summarized in Table 1. Therefore, in view of the problems of the existing
work, we propose a comprehensive evaluation method in expert-decision system to evaluate user contributions, which
not only takes the quality of sensing data as the evaluation standard, but also takes the costs of users, such as their space
cost, their time cost, their preferences cost and the privacy cost as the evaluation standards. Besides, most literature
propose that the evaluation of data quality is estimated by falling in different discrete intervals of data, which is lack
of scientific evaluation. In this paper, multidimensional data quality evaluation indicators and evaluation methods are
given from quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis respectively using data quality index which consists of quality
of form, quality of content, and quality of utility. These three data quality indicators reflect data quality from three
levels of grammar, semantics and pragmatics. This data quality evaluation standard is referred to the data quality
evaluation method and index system written by the data application environment construction and service project team
of Chinese academy of sciences [38], so that the accuracy of the results can be guaranteed by quantifying frommultiple
perspectives, and more users can be encouraged to participate in the sensing task.

Table 1
Classification of incentive mechanism for mobile crowdsensing.

existing work incentive method evaluation standard

Peng et al [23] bonus payment assess participants’ data quality issues
Gao et al [24] bonus payment maximize social welfare and the level of particaipation
Sun et al [25] bonus payment maximize the expected profit of the platform, data quality problems, and

participation level issues
Nan et al [26] bonus payment user participation level and data quality issues
Zhao et al [28] bonus payment maximize platform utility and budget balance
Feng et al [29] bonus payment minimize social costs
Jordan et al [31] entertainment leisure the game player’s movement data has the significance of improving the

landmark system

3. MRAI-UCDQ incentive mechanism
The first part of the section will introduce the structure model of the expert-decision-based crowdsensing system,

the rest part will introduce the incentive mechanism MRAI-UCDQ in detail. MRAI-UCDQ is composed of user cost
evaluation model, data quality evaluation model, contribution quantification and reward distribution. And each part
of the cost is quantified in expert-decision crowdsensing system. Due to the parameters limitations in models and the
requirements of the sensing tasks, the data processing based on MRAI-UCDQ can only be done offline. The extension
to models in online state, which is left as our future work.

3.1. The structure model of the expert-decision-based crowdsensing network
The framework of expert-decision-based crowdsensing networks is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of six steps,

the details are as follows:



(1) The requester initiates a task request to the platform server.
(2) The platform server reviews and publishes the task to users.
(3) Users accept the task and task can be redistributed among users.
(4) Users accomplish the task and upload the sensing data to expert-decision system.
(5) Expert-decision system verifies the sensing data to evaluate the user contributions, and give the results to the

platform server.
(6) The server pays for users according to their contribution quantified results.

Fig. 1: The framework of expert-decision-based crowdsensing network.

3.2. User cost assessment
User cost assessment model in expert-decision system evaluates users’ cost from four aspects: user space cost,

user time cost, preference cost and privacy protection cost. The first is used to measure the activity range of users, the
second is used to measure the time when users perform tasks, the third is used to measure the relationship between
user preferences and task attributes and the last is used to measure users’ requirements for location privacy protection.

3.2.1. User space cost
In crowdsensing, most researchers directly use the GPS location information of users, which leads to the disclosure

of users’ location information and reduces users’ participation enthusiasm. In this paper, the geographic location is
divided into regions, and the regional coordinate information transformed by GPS position coordinates of users is used
to protect the location privacy information of users. Region division not only protects the location information of users
to a certain extent, but also adjusts the size of region division according to the task demand to obtain the location
information that satisfies the task requirements in (1).

Firstly, determine the maximum value of the longitude in the information collection area longitudemax and the
minimum value longitudemin, according to the longitude partition adjustment parameter � calculate the maximum
number of longitude partition longitudezone.

Secondly, determine the maximum latitudemax and minimum latitudemin values of the latitude in the information
collection area, and calculate the maximum number of latitude partitions latitudezone according to the latitude partition
adjustment parameter �.

{

longitudezone =
longitudemax−longitudemin

�
latitudezone =

latitudemax−latitudemin
�

(1)

According to the above latitude and longitude division formula can obtain partition latitudezone × longitudezone.
Define it as Zonei,j i ∈ [0, latitudezone], j ∈ [0, longitudezone]. When the user uploads data in the divided infor-
mation collection area, the model calculates the position of the user in the custom coordinate system by the regional
coordinate formula, and the calculation is as follows:

The calculation formula of the longitude area valueZonej andZonei in the custom coordinate system is shown in
(2). lo and la are the GPS longitude value and GPS latitude value of the user’s location, longitudemin and latitudemin



are the minimum value of the longitude and latitude of the measured area, � and � are the adjustment parameters of
the longitude partition and latitude partition.

{

Zonej =
lo−longitudemin

�
Zonei =

la−latitudemin
�

(2)

According to the longitude area value Zonej and the latitude area value Zonei in the custom coordinate system,
the area Zonei,j in which the user is in the custom coordinate system when the data is uploaded is determined.

A crowdsensing task requires users to collect perceptual information at various locations. The collection of per-
ceptual information in densely populated areas can result in redundant information and reduced information value.
Therefore, users are encouraged to collect data in areas where people are sparse by defining position activity. Hot spot
area is an important factor in measuring position activity. Hot spot areaZoneHoti,j is the area in which the users have
the most frequent activities, that is the number of users and the area where the users upload the most data. The further
the user’s area is from the hot spot area, the stronger the user’s ability to move and the higher the positional activity.
This encourages more users to collect data away from hot spot area and collect as much data as possible from the entire
collection area. According to the situation of users uploading data, the partition type can be divided into four types:
information-intensive, more information, less information, and minimal information.

Hot spot areas often appear in the first type information-intensive. Before defining a hot spot area, we need to
define the user’s participation in each area, so the area busy value Zone(i,j) is defined in (3).

Zone(i, j) =
N_Zone(i,j)
N_all

+
NU_Zone(i,j)
NU_all

(3)

N_all is the number of data uploaded by all users of a task, andN_Zone(i,j) is the number of data collected by all
users in the area numbered Zonei,j . NU_all is the number of users participating in a task, and NU_Zone(i,j) is the
number of users participating in the task in the area numbered Zonei,j . Calculate the zone busy value Zone(i, j) for
each zone and define the maximum value of the zone busy value as max(i, j). Usually there is only one hot spot area,
the maximum value in Zone(i, j) (the area where max(i, j) is located) is defined as the hot spot area ZoneHoti,j , and
the value Zone(i, j) of the hot spot area is defined as Zoneℎot(i, j). But there may be a situation that the maximum
value and the second largest value of Zone(i, j) are very close. In this case, it is inappropriate to define a hot spot
area, so we can define the areas where the maximum and the second largest value are located as the hot pot areas. And
so on, multiple hot spot areas can be set. According to the size of the area, the number of hot spot areas cannot keep
increasing all the time, and there is a certain amount limit. This peper quantifies the hot spot area in expert-decision
system as shown in (4).

Zoneℎot(i, j){Zone(i, j)|max(i, j) −Zone(i, j) ≤ d�} (4)

d� is the difference between max(i, j) and Zone(i, j). All areas in which the zone busy value difference is within
this range are defined as hot spot areas, as long as one area staisfies Zone(i, j) = Zoneℎot(i, j), it is the hot spot area
Zoneℎot(i, j) .

The user’s location activity is defined based on the distance between the user and the hot spot area. In this paper, the
acquisition area is divided into differerent areas of equal size, which is closer to the definition of Chebyshev distance
[40]. When there are multiple hot spot areas, the distance equals the average distance between the area where the point
is located and the hot spot area is taken. The distance between the user’s area and the hot spot area is quantified in
expert-decision system as shown in (5). Zonei,j is the area where the user is located, and (i, j)is the zone coordinate
value. ZoneHoti,j is the hot spot area, and (iℎot, jℎot) is the coordinate value of the hot spot area.

|Zonei,jZoneHoti,j| = max(|i − iℎot, |j − jℎot|) (5)

The user space cost PZone is quantified in expert-decision system as shown in (6). C is the capability parameter,
nℎot is the number of hot spot areas, |Zonei,jZoneHoti,j| is the distance between the user’s area and the hot spot area.

PZone =

nℎot
∑

m=1
|Zonei,jZoneHoti,j|

nℎot
× C (6)



3.2.2. Privacy protection cost
Based on the above description of user’s location (longitude latitude mapping) information, we add the user’s

level selection for privacy protection of their location information data in expert-decision system. The higher the
level of privacy protection is, the lower the cost of privacy protection will be, and the lower the quantification of
users’ contribution to their privacy protection in expert-decision system. Next, we will give the definition of privacy
protection level.

In this paper, we simply set three levels for the cost of privacy protection. Three levels can be described as: no
need for privacy protection, need low level of privacy protection, need high level of privacy protection. Here we define
the user’s privacy protection cost parameter as p, and the three levels of parameter P can be defined as 1, 0.5, 0.

Three levels of privacy protection can be expressed as: for users who do not need privacy protection, the published
location information is their real location; for users who need lower level of privacy protection, the published location
information is any value in the circle area with their real location as the center and radius as r; for users who need
higher level of privacy protection, the published location information is any value in the circle area with their real
location as the center and radius as R (R > r > 0). And the arrows stand for the r and R. R and r will be set according
to the area coordinate range of the collected data.

3.2.3. User time cost
In the user’s time participation, to protect the user’s time privacy information, the day is divided into 24 time zones,

0 time zone is defined from 00:00 to 01:00, and 1 time zone is defined from 01:00 to 02:00 and so on. When users
upload data, they do not directly upload the exact time of the collected data but the time zone number. The time in
which users perform tasks is also an important indicator of the ability of users. The longer the participation time, the
stronger the users’ willingness to participate. And the actual participation time of the users AcT ask is shown in (7).
at stands for the number of the time zones, and T imet is users’ participation time in time zone t.

AcT ask =
at
∑

t=1
T imet (7)

Due to the dispersion of uploading data time, we define the content about time hot spot here. Because in normal
working hours, users have high enthusiasms to upload sensing data, and in non-working hours (rest time), users have
low enthusiasms to upload sensing data, which will result in less sensing data received in non-working hours and data
collected exists local defect. Therefore, we affirm the working time (we define the time as 6:00-18:00) as the time hot
spot, and Tℎ is given to evaluate the time hot spot of users upload data. In this paper, we define Tℎ as 0 for users who
submit data in the time hot spot and 0.1 for users who are not in the time hot spot. If the data is uploaded multiple
times, the average value can be taken as the final Tℎ.

User Time Cost TC is defined as shown in (8). ATask indicates the total time of the task. AcT ask is the actual
participation time of the users, Tℎ indicates the hot time of the user upload data and o is the adjustment parameter.

TC = AcT ask
ATask

× o + Tℎ (8)

3.2.4. User preference cost
In this paper, for each user, before accepting the sensing task, we ask users to make their own preference for the

task type, and then we add labels to the published task. If the users’ preferences are consistent with the task labels they
participate in, then we set the parameter Pr in (9) for them. The Pr is the cost of user performance. Here, Pr = 1
when the defined preferences match, otherwise Pr = 0.

3.2.5. User cost quantification
This paper evaluates the user’s cost to participate in the four aspects of the user’s participation in the task’s position

activity and the user’s participation in the task’s time engagement which is quantified in expert-decision system as
shown in (9).

Cost = � ×
∑n
i=1 PZonei

n
+ � × TC + � × P + � × Pr (9)

� + � + � + � = 1



In each sensing task, each time users collect the sensing data, they will record the users’ current positional activities.
TC is the user’s time participation, PZonei is the user’s location activity, n is the number of times the user collects
data in the task, P is the cost of user privacy protection and Pr is the cost of user preference, �, �, �, � are the weight.

The quantification algorithm of user cost is Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: User Cost Quantification Algorithm
Input: M users, each user has n crowdsensing data
Output: Participation ability of each user
Initialize the Hot spot area and mark the hot spot area and the number of hot spot is nℎot and the privacy
protection parameter is p and the preference parameter is Pr and the number of time hot spot is Tℎ;
i = 1; j = 1; k = 0;Pos = 0;
while j ≤ m do

while i ≤ n do
Calculate coordinate points
Zonej′ =

lo−longitudemin
�

Zonei′ =
la−latitudemin

�
Calculate the distance of users from the hotspot area for every data
while k ≤ nℎot do

Pos = Pos + |Zonei,jZoneHoti,j|;
k = k + 1;

PZonei =
Pos
nℎot

× �;
i = i + 1;

while i ≤ n do
TC = Actask

Atask × o + Tℎ;

j = j + 1;
while j ≤ m do

while i ≤ n do
PZ = PZ + PZonei;
i = i + 1;

Cost = � × PT
n + � × TC + � × P + � × Pr;

j = j + 1;

In the part of user cost in expert-decision system, firstly, quantify the space cost of the user, partition the measured
area and mark the position information of the user in the partition (ie, initialize the data information), obtain the hot
spot area and calculate the distance between each piece of data and the hot spot area, define the user’s position activity
according to the distance between the user and the hot spot area. The farther the user collects data from the hot spot
area, the stronger the ability of the user to participate in the task, and the more valuable the data the user collects.
Secondly, quantify the users’ time participation ability and statistic the time users participate in the task. The longer
the user participates in a task, the higher the enthusiasm of the user to participate in the task. Thirdly, get the user
privacy protection cost. Forthly, get the user preference cost. Finally, based on the characteristics of user position
activity, time engagement, privacy protection cost and prefernece cost, expert-decision system defines the user’s cost
quantification function to reflect the user’s overall cost.

3.3. Data quality
Due to the single and limited problems of the fixed data assessment methodology, it can not truly reflect the data

quality. In this paper, we use expert-decision system to evaluate the data collected by users based on the given eval-
uation indicators, which consists of quantitative indicators (integrity, uniqueness, validity, timeliness, reliability) and
qualitative indicators (comprehensibility, accessibility, objectivity, relevance). These indicators have been selected



based on the data quality evaluation method and indicator system written by the data application environment con-
struction and service project team of Chinese academy of sciences.

3.3.1. Quantitative analysis for data quality
The main workflow of the assessment methodology in expert-decision system is:

a Obtaining data information collected by a certain user in a certain task from the data set;
b According to the task’s demand for data, choose one or more or even all of the quantitative and qualitative evaluation
indicators;

c The corresponding judging formula is given for each indicator to calculate the data quality based only on quantitative
analysis. And the corresponding grade division is given for each qualitative index;

d Firstly, calculate the data quality based only on quantitative analysis. Secondly, according to the former results and
the qualitative grade division, calculate the comprehensive data quality based both on the quantitative analysis and
qualitative analysis.

In the quantitative evaluation algorithm for the data quality, different data evaluation indicators and the corre-
sponding judging formulas are used to form a set of data quality assessment template, which makes the data quality
assessment more authentic and reasonable.

Algorithm 2: Quantitative Evaluation Algorithm For Data Quality
Input: IArray contains In data evaluation indicators, DArray represents the Dn crowd-sensing data of the

user in one task.
Output: Quantitative evaluation result for data quality of the user
select m evaluation indicators that meet needs and m ∈ In;
Ej = 0;Fj = 0;QTDQ = 0;
∑m
j=1 bj = 1;

i = 1; j = 1;
while j ≤ m do

while i ≤ Dn do
if data i passes the evaluation rule then

Ej = Ej + 1;
end if
i = i + 1;

Fj =
Ej
Dn

;
QTDQ = QTDQ + bj × Fj ;
j = j + 1;

return QTDQ;

The alogrithm is shown in Alogrithm 2. In represents the number of evaluation indicators; Dn represents the
number of crowd-sensing data; Ej represents the number of qualified data for each evaluation index; Fj represents the
degree of completion of the indicator; QTDQ represents the quantitative data quality;

3.3.2. Comprehensive analysis for data quality based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
In this paper, expert-decision system achieves fuzzy comprehensive evaluation based on the eclectic fuzzy multi-

attribute comprehensive evaluation method which is described: given a user set A = |A1, A2 , ⋯, An| and the data
quality attribute set corresponding to each user C = |C1, C2, C3, C4, C5|, we define 5 data quality attributes, including
QTDQ which we get above, comprehensibility, availability, objectivity, relevance. The weight set that describes the
relative importance of each data quality attributeW =W1,W2,⋯,Wm. Becsuse the representation of attribute index
and weight size can be digital or natural language, and the data structure involved can be accurate or imprecise. All
natural language or imprecise attribute indexes, weight size and data structure are expressed as fuzzy subsets or fuzzy
numbers in decision space [38], so in this paper, we describe the four qualitative indexs (including comprehensibility,



availability, objectivity, relevance) with degree A, B, C, D, and we define the degrees with different score regions. The
following describes the main steps of the method in expert-decision system.

The first step, express data quality attribute with triangle fuzzy number, the method is shown in (10). M which
represents user is a triangle fuzzy number and a subset of all fuzzy sets on real number set R, and �M is membership
function ofM ,M also can be expressed asM = (k, m, p). After all data quality attribute indexes are transformed into
triangular fuzzy numbers, the obtained fuzzy index matrix is F = (fij)m∗n.

�M (x) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

x−k
m−k , x ∈ [k, m]
x−p
m−p , x ∈ [m, p]
0, x < k or x > p

(10)

The second step, normalize matrix F , and the triangular fuzzy numberM above can be described asM = (k, m,
p). Assume there areN evaluation objects, for a fuzzy index value xi = (ai, bi, ci), (i = 1, 2, ⋯,N) (N is the numbr
of users), its normalization formula of cost index is shown in (11), and the income index is shown in (12). Finally, we
can get the normalized fuzzy index matrix R = (yij)m∗n, j represents the data quality evaluation index number.

yi =

(

min
(

ai
)

ci
,
min

(

bi
)

bi
,
min

(

ci
)

ai
∧ 1

)

(11)

yi =

(

ai
max

(

ci
) ,

bi
max

(

bi
) ,

ci
max

(

ai
) ∧ 1

)

(12)

The third step, construct fuzzy decision matrix, the fuzzy decision matrixD = (rij)m∗n can be obtained by weight-
ing matrix R. Define w =

(

w(1), w(2), w(3)
)

, yij =
(

y(1)ij , y
(2)
ij , y

(3)
ij

)

, and the defination of rij is shown in (13).

rij = wΘyij =
(

w(1)y(1)ij , w
(2)y(2)ij , w

(3)y(3)ij
)

(13)

Finally calculate fuzzy positive ideal and fuzzy negative ideal, the fuzzy positive ideal and negative ideal are com-
posed of the maximum value and the minimum value of the fuzzy index value in each index. Calculate the weighted
Euclidean distance between each candidate object and the fuzzy positive ideal and the fuzzy negative ideal, and then
calculate the membership degree of each candidate object belonging to the fuzzy positive ideal. The larger the mem-
bership degree is, the higher the evaluation of the user is. And we define the selected user’s corresponding ri =

∑

j rij
with CDQi.

3.4. Contribution quantification and reward distribution
According to the sensing data uploaded by users, expert-decision system quantifies the contribution of user cost

and data quality.

3.4.1. Contribution quantification
In addition to collecting sensing data, users will also give pricing to the data. This paper selects the average pricing

given by the users as the final pricing of the users’ current task. User pricing is defined as shown in (14).

price =

∑N
j=1(pj)

' ∗ N
(14)

price is the price of the user’s task. N is the total number of data collected by the user. pj is the price of each
piece of data collected by user. ' is the adjustment parameter. The difficulty and bonus of the task determine the
pricing interval, and the task publisher gives the appropriate pricing range to provide a reference for the users. Users’
participation performance definitions are shown in (15).

Cℎipi = !1 × Costi + !2 ×
CDQi
�

+ !3 × �
pricei

(15)



!1 + !2 + !3 = 1

Among them, Cℎipi stands for the user’s participation performance, CDQi is the user’s comprehensive data qual-
ity, pricei is the user’s pricing, !1, !2, !3 are the weight, �, � are the adjustment parameters which will be adjusted
according to the experimental data. It can be observed from (15) that Cℎipi is related to Costi, CDQi and pricei. The
larger the scope of user activities, the longer the participation time, the higher the user’s participation performance,
so Cℎipi is positively correlated with the Costi; the higher the quality of data uploaded by the user, the higher the
participation performance of the user, so Cℎipi is positively correlated with CDQi; when the total task bonus is fixed,
the lower the user’s bid, the more task cost can be saved, so Cℎipi is inversely related to pricei. Since Costi, CDQi
and pricei are all obtained according to above algorithms, cℎipi can be easily calculated in (15). The expert-decision
system further sends the quantified contribution to the Server, and then the Server sends the corresponding reward to
the user.

3.4.2. Reward distribution
User’s bonus distribution principle can be defined as follows: only if the user’s participation performance value

above threshold aver_cℎip, the bonus can be distributed. The user’s bonus distribution threshold aver_cℎip is defined
in (16). nuser is the number of users. cℎipj is the participating performance value for each user.  is the adjustment
parameter, j ∈ nuser.

aver_cℎip =  ×

∑nuser
j=1 Cℎipj
nuser

(16)

After the collection of task data, the algorithm statistical analyses sensing data of each user and calculates the par-
ticipation performance chip of each user. The bonus distribution algorithm pseudo-code for the incentive mechanism
is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Reward Distribution
Input: Cℎipi, aver_cℎip, nuser, T bonus, Pricei
Output: Users reward
i = 1, m = 1, k = 1,Wk = 0;
while i ≤ nuser do

if Cℎipi ≥ avercℎip then
Mark the user i as the winnerm ;
m = m + 1;

while i ≤ nuser do
if T bonus > 0||m ≠ 0 then

if User i is the winner then
Rewardi = Pricei ;
T bonus = T bonus − Pricei;
m = m − 1;

else
Rewardi = 0;

else
break;

The condition for bonus distribution is satisfied when the user’s participation performance value is higher than the
threshold aver_cℎip. Users with participation performance values are higher than the threshold are sorted by the size
of the participating performance values from largest to smallest. Bonuses are distirbuted from large to low by server
according to the users’ participation performance values. The number of bonuses distributed is the number of users’
pricing. It ends when the total prize T bonus is finished distributed by server or the number of users who meet the
conditions is zero.



In the last, we summarize notations in formulas in Table 2. The adjustment parameters involved in the above
formulas are �, �, o, '. The purpose of setting them is to perform unified calculations on parameters of different
orders of magnitude without affecting the experimental results, which also can be understood as weight parameters
that balances parameters of different orders of magnitude.

Table 2
Notation definitions in formulas.

notation definition

ZoneHot hot spot area
N_all the total number of data uploaded by users
NU_all the total number of users participating in the task
N_Zone the total number of data uploaded by users in the area Zone
NU_Zone the total number of users participating in the task in the area Zone
PZone user space cost
AcT ask the actual participation time of the users
ATask the total time of the task
T imet users’ participation time in time zone t
T ℎ the hot time of the user uploaded data
TC user time cost
Pr user preference cost
Cost user cost quantification
QTDQ quantitative data quality
CDQ user comprehensive data quality
Cℎip user participation performance
aver_cℎip user bonus distribution threshold

4. Experiments and results
4.1. Experimental setup

In the experiments, three tasks with the same mission objectives but using different incentive mechanisms (recom-
mended incentives, MAA [41] and RADP-VPC [42], MAA is a multi-attribute auction incentive mechanism, which
also can be thought as an auction method in which the seller and the buyer conduct multiple negotiations on price and
other attributes. RADP-VPC is a dynamic price reverse auction incentive mechanism based on virtual participation in
credit, which selects the participant with the lowest bid as the winner and pay. They are all aution incentive mecha-
nisms, so it’s better to compare with them.) are published through the server, and the different incentive mechanisms’
bonus distribution methods are described in details in the task description. The users select the tasks under the cor-
responding incentive mechanism to participate in the collection of the sensing data according to their own needs and
wishes. The experimental environment is the campus of Inner Mongolia University, specifically including canteens,
teaching buildings, dormitory areas, etc. Participants are students of Inner Mongolia University. And the information
collected are noise information, light intensity information and location information. In the experiment of multi-task
data collection, eleven groups of tasks with the same target are published through the server but only eight groups of
tasks receive data. Each group of tasks includes three tasks which use three different incentive mechanisms, and we
use these data to form a data set for analysis, the total number of tasks is 24.

The users in this experiment are students of Inner Mongolia University, in which the ratio of male to female is 33
to 17, and their respective user participation degree in three incentive mechanisms is shown in Fig. 2. The ratio of
bachelor, postgraduate and doctor is about 28 to 17 to 5, and their respective data user participation degree in three
incentive mechanisms is shown in Fig. 3. And the number of tasks in the fiture stand for cumulative tasks. The
total users in this experiment is 159, and the average number of data in each round is about 1500, but there are some
duplicate data, so after technical screening, we can use about 900 data in each round on average. Although there are
not many users participating in the data collection tasks, the proportion of users’ participation in the total number of
users fluctuates to a certain extent, and the overall trend is the same, so the change in the number of users has little
impact on the results of following experiments.



Before comparing the incentive effects of the three incentive mechanisms, the parameters of the MRAI-UCDQ
incentive mechanism need to be calculated and calibrated according to the experimental environment and the collected
data. The parameters are adjusted for satisfying calculations between different orders of magnitude and getting better
experimental results. The parameters are shown in Table 3.
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Fig. 2: User participation of different genders.
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Fig. 3: User participation with different educational backgrounds.

Table 3
Parameter representation.

Parameter name Symbol Value

Longitude partition parameter � 0.001
Latitude partition parameter � 0.00039
Position activity parameter C 0.1
Time cost adjustment parameter o 3000
User cost weight � ⧵ � 0.5 ⧵ 0.5
Data quality weight b1 ⧵ b2 ⧵ b3 ⧵ b4 ⧵ b5 0.3 ⧵ 0.3 ⧵ 0.2 ⧵ 0.1 ⧵ 0.1
Participate in performance tuning parameters # 30
Participate in performance tuning parameters � 100
Participate in performance weights !1 ⧵ !2 ⧵ !3 0.3 ⧵ 0.4 ⧵ 0.3
Threshold adjustment parameter  0.65
Total bonuses T bonus 2000
Total time zone at 24

4.2. Analysis of experimental results
User participation is shown in Fig. 4. The user participation of the MRAI-UCDQ incentive mechanism is higher

than that of MAA and RADP-VPC. The changing trend of the MAA incentive mechanism’s user participation is rising
first and then stable; RADP-VPC incentive mechanism’s price winner is only one user, so its user participation is the
lowest and its changing trend is the same as MAA incentive mechanism.

Use the data quality assessment model in expert-decision system to evaluate the data quality of the three incen-
tive mechanisms. The data scoring range is from 0 to 100. The higher the data score, the better the quality. The
quantitative evaluation indicators of the data quality are set as uniqueness, completeness, validity, reliability and time-
liness according to the attributes of the sensing data received by the task. The average data quality of the users is
shown in Fig. 5. In this three incentive mechanisms, MRAI-UCDQ incentive mechanism’s data quality is the highest;
MAA incentive mechanism’s average data quality changing trend is descending with the number of tasks; RADP-VPC
incentive mechanism’s data quality score is the lowest and declines gradually. And the membership grade results of
comprehensive evaluation of quantitative and qualitative indexes (including comprehensibility, objectivity, et al) based



on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is shown in Fig. 6. In this three incentive mechanisms, MRAI-UCDQ incentive
mechanism also shows the best performance in membership grade; MAA incentive mechanism’s membership grade
changing trend is also declining with the number of tasks increases; RADP-VPC incentive mechanism’s membership
grade changing trend is the same as the MAA and MRAI-UCDQ, but shows the worst performance.

The winner’s average bonus is shown in Fig. 7. The number of winners selected in each task is different. Therefore,
the winner’s average bonus is chosen to compare the difference in bonuses among the three incentives. The total
bonuses won by all the winners are shown in Fig. 8. The MAA is the most expensive incentive mechanism for the
three incentivemechanisms. The RADP-VPC incentivemechanism only selects onewinner, so the RADP-VPC average
bonus is the least consumed. And the MRAI-UCDQ bonus consumption is in between. MRAI-UCDQ collects the
data with the best quality but not spends the most, so MRAI-UCDQ is better than MAA and RADP-VPC.
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Fig. 4: User prticipation in different incentive mechanisms.
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Fig. 5: Quantitative analysis result of data quality.
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Fig. 6: Quantitative analysis and
qualitative analysis result of data quality.
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Fig. 7: Winner average bonuses.
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Fig. 8: Winner total bonuses.

5. Conclusion
In summary, most existing crowdsensing incentive mechanisms do not have effective user evaluation methods and

ignore the quantification to the sensing cost of users. In this paper, we proposeMRAI-UCDQ, which is a multi-attribute
reverse auction incentive mechanism based on expert-decision. MRAI-UCDQ quantifies user contribution which in-
cludes user cost and data quality in the expert-decision system. In specific, MRAI-UCDQ analyses the user sensing
cost data and collected sensing data by the inference engine, and gives reasonable evaluation results. Experiment re-
sults prove that MRAI-UCDQ is superior to MAA and RADP-VPC, and MRAI-UCDQ can increase the participation
enthusiasm of users and ensure the quality of data collected by sensing tasks. For future work, we will add user eco-
nomic condition to user sensing cost quantification parameters, elevate the number of experimental users, increase the



complexity of the data collection environment, improve the existing functions of the experimental app and add more
practical functions.
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